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Title: AMPEDHEAD - Microdose: Peach, Peach, Peach

Our AMPEDHEAD - Microdose: Peach, Peach, Peach audio-visual G4G14 exchange gift features a kaleidoscopic animation by Teja Krašek interwoven with the unique multi-layered, cinematic electro-organic AMPEDHEAD composition. The soundscape comprises advanced sound-frequency design (68 Hz, 110 Hz, 300 Hz, 432 Hz, and 528 Hz) to produce binaural beats and activate healing. With an inaudible subliminal affirmation pattern and unique combination of elements involved, it makes it the only brain entrainment technology of this kind on the planet. Our video can be watched at the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omr06epqm0I